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 Multiple parts

 Multiple potential leaks

 Multiple plumber visits

 1 part

 1 million cycles without failure

 0 plumber visits

There’s a solution to stocking a large collection of faucet parts, or having to pay a plumber every time a faucet 

begins to leak. The one-piece Cerama cartridge from T&S Brass can help make your life simple. It’s been tested 

to over 1,000,000 cycles without failure, increasing the reliability of your faucets by over 100%.

  No Bonnet Cerama Bonnet Escutcheon Bonnet
   No Handle Lever Handle No Handle Lever Handle

Standard: Hot 011276-45 011278-25 012444-25 011616-25 011618-25

 Cold 011277-45 011279-25 012445-25 011617-25 011619-25

With Integral Hot 011311-25 012394-25 012446-25 N/A N/A
Spring Checks: Cold 011312-25 012395-25 012447-25 N/A N/A 

Order yours today!



What’s a cartridge?

A cartridge controls the flow of water 

in a faucet and, as such, is the most 

important part of any faucet’s operation. 

The movement of a faucet’s handle raises 

or lowers the cartridge, increasing or 

decreasing water flow. A ceramic cartridge 

uses precision-polished ceramic discs to 

create a reliable, water-tight seal.

About T&S Brass

Founded in 1947, T&S Brass has been a leader in 

rugged commercial plumbing for over 65 years. 

As the creator of the first pre-rinse unit, T&S has 

been heavily involved in plumbing products for 

foodservice applications since 1950. Today, T&S 

products have become the reliable standard for 

restaurants, hospitals, schools, prisons and public 

facilities across the United States and the world.
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The benefits of Cerama
T&S Cerama cartridge is a commercial ceramic 

cartridge designed for heavy use in both foodservice 

and plumbing applications and is backed by a lifetime 

guarantee. Cerama offers unparalleled reliability and  

a reduction in overall operating costs for facilities. 

The ceramic discs in Cerama are precision-polished 

to form a perfect fit, creating a watertight seal that 

won’t leak. Cerama is built to withstand the rigors 

of commercial applications, with a rugged solid 

brass (low-lead compliant) spindle and body, as well 

as a sturdy spline with a solid permanent lock and 

superior torque resistance. Cerama can withstand 

temperatures up to 195° F, plus integrated cartridge 

baffles at the outlets reduce water hammer and 

provide quiet operation.

For applications with valves downstream, T&S  

Cerama is the only ceramic cartridge that comes  

with an integral check valve, which is critical for 

stopping cross flow.

Why choose Cerama?

 1 moving part instead of 10-20

 Increased faucet reliability by 
over 100%

 Lifetime warranty

 Lower total lifecycle cost

 Fewer costly repairs

 Tested to over 1 million cycles 
without failure

Even the most durable compression cartridges 

still have a limited lifespan. So, although not 

all applications are ideally suited to Cerama 

cartridges, many are. If your application 

allows, save time, money and hastle with the 

convenience of reliable Cerama cartridges. 

Retrofit your current T&S faucets 
with Cerama — now, or the  
next time you have a leak.


